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I wouldn’t normally write-up a city break as a trip report, but this one concerns a visit to Istanbul right 
at the start of autumn migration and, even if you are going to spend most of your time in museums 
and palaces, you don’t want to come without your bins. I spent some time on the internet before I 
went and dug out a few ok trip reports but not many rich in birding Istanbul details compared to the 
rest of Turkey and none that told me exactly how to get to the raptor watch point on Buyuk Camlica. 
What follows is details to a the few bird-orientated things we tried. 
 

Where to stay I can only comment on where we stayed – the Turkoman Hotel in Sultanahmet, about 5 mins 
from the metro / tram station and 2 mins from the Blue Mosque. See the website: 
http://www.turkomanhotel.com/.  Very nice, relaxed and quiet place but still easily within walking distance of all 
the action; highly recommended. 
 

Getting about Also dead easy – we just jumped on and off the metro, buses and ferries as and when. By buying a 
travel card (‘Istanbulkart’) which has a very low price and is easy to top up in vending machines just about 
everywhere, it became very easy, cheap and convenient to get around, all the way from the airport to the top of 
Buyuk Camlica via the city centre, our hotel, the Princess Islands and even the edge Black Sea or, at least, the 
northernmost end of the Bosphorus. Only the metro was really packed, and only really around the city centre; 
sometimes you had had to wait for the next one but it was usually possible to get onboard, along with tripod and 
camera bag in tow. Although the sheer mass of people makes pickpockets pretty likely, we never had any 
problems or felt even slightly threatened. 
 

Birding Sites visited and some idea of what I saw are outlined below. 
 

1 Buyuk Camlica 
Getting there: This is the premier migration watchpoint, lying on the Asian shore and about one hour’s total 
travelling distance from Sultanahmet. To get there, you need to get to Eminonu station on the European shore 
and then take the ferry across the strait to Uskadar. From here, within 100m of the exit of the ferry terminal you 
will find lots of buses – take number 15C (all buses on this line are bright pink -  or, at least, were in August 2013). 
Stay on this bus until stop number #22, labelled (on the electronic board inside the bus) F. Mah. Yemi Cami (I 
think this is the penultimate stop, before the bus turns round).  You should be getting out by a big mosque and 
from there walk any alleyway uphill towards the hilltop and big masts; veer round the big masts and look for all 
the cafes, rubbish tourist souvenir shops and general crowds accumulating towards the watchpoint; a few newly 
married couples getting ready for the wedding day photos is a also a good clue you are on the right track. 
 

http://www.turkomanhotel.com/


Visible migration: Once you get to the top, the view is epic 
back over the Bosphorus and European part of the city, 
going on practically for ever (the view, and the city…) 
However, this is not the best place I have watched 
migrating raptors from – the hill is very busy indeed and, 
due to trees, there are relatively few places that give an 
uninterrupted view to the west. This means you need to 
stick it out along the fence line, running the gauntlet of 
jobsworth security guards, screaming kids and people 
thinking you are using a public telescope and now it’s their 
turn, not to mention hawkers trying to sell you rubbishy 
plastic trinkets, chocolate, cigarettes etc. A decent mp3 
player with lots of loud tunes is a partial antidote. Once you 
have fought your way through that lot, it is time to start 
looking for birds. I tried this on 20th August for a quick 
recce to find my way around (to the score of nil) and then 
gave it a break for a few days, returning on 24th and 25th 
for about five hours or so each time. By then the birds had 
started to move, although numbers were certainly rather 
small compared to the scores Batumi was getting at the 
same time. On the 24th I had winds from the N-NW2-3 
(after a few days of light north-easterlies) but there was 
even better passage on the 25th, despite (?) a reversion to 
N-NE3. Although quite some flocks came right overhead and views were excellent, many others crossed well to 
the south (presumably due to the northerly element in the wind) so lots of scanning and a scope is very useful to 
sort out distant flocks. As expected so early in the autumn, my main men were adult Honey-Buzzards, with 155 
on 24th and 429 next day; small numbers of Short-toed and Booted Eagles, Marsh Harriers and Black Kites also 
appeared. At least two Levant Sparrowhawks crossed on 24th and two Lesser Spotted Eagles next day. Clearly I 
was a bit early for big numbers of anything bar Honey-Buzzard but, given that I will not get time in September 
anytime soon, this was better than nothing. Four young Hobbies provided much entertainment on and off the 
masts on one day.  Storks were poorly represented with barely 40 in all on 24th-25th (two Black) until breakfast 
on the hotel balcony the next morning when it then become clear that a massive bottleneck had built up – we 
were treated to the slightly bittersweet experience of an eye-watering blizzard of White Storks passing right 
overhead as they were drifted to the south end of the strait before attempting a crossing – some 8000 or so took 
at about 15 minutes to pass in one continuous, nearly roof-top skimming swarm . Several hours later, another 
2000 formed an enormous kettle right over the Blue Mosque before crossing. All of these birds would have been 
very distant from Buyuk Camlica, but there was not time to go and check for other migration from there as, 
frustratingly we needed to leave for the airport by midday.  
 
Other migrants: As well as raptors, it is also possible to dig out a few passerine migrants at the top of the hill. 
Whilst habitat is pretty limited with just some scrubby bushes below the fence line at the viewpoint (Thrush 
Nightingale and Lesser Grey Shrike) and a small area of sunny pines and scrubby glades a little way further along, 
I had a small but interesting selection of migrants each time I went to look. Ficedula flycatchers were quite 
obvious with two convincing Collareds on one date and two Red-breasted on another, a sprinkling of warblers 
each day and an obvious arrival of Red-backed Shrikes (4+) on 24th. I also had Syrian Woodpecker once plus the 
smart local race of Jay and some not-so-smart Long-tailed Tits of the grubby Turkish form several times. 
 

2 Passerine migration in Gulhane Park 
Any of the city parks in Istanbul are likely to produce the goods during migration periods; I concentrated on this 
one simply because it was a short walk from the hotel and so I could check it easily; there was no problem getting 
in early doors (c0715 or so). Despite having very little ground cover, pre-breakfast visits on five mornings, each 
less than an hour, produced a reasonable range of species, and obvious daily turnover. Migrants included a 
Nightjar, Wood Warbler and Thrush Nightingale each on one date, groups of flyover Yellow Wagtails, Eastern 
Olivaceous Warbler, two Garden Warblers, up to a dozen Willow Warblers, Spotted and Red-breasted 
Flycatchers (up to four of latter) most mornings. I also, on the last morning, got a Syrian Woodpecker high in the 
trees below the palace wall. Alpine Swifts are impossible to miss just by looking up. 



 
Taking the east exit from the park, you can walk below the city the walls and follow the road around with Sea of 
Marmara opening up on the left. This is a good place to scope passing Yelkouan Shearwaters and many Yellow-
legged Gulls; we also saw Bottle-nosed Dolphins pretty well from here.  
 

3 Bosphorus Cruise from Eminou, Istanbul to Anadolu Kovagi 
This is a great day trip, with a public ferry leaving Eminonu daily at 1035; just turn up a few minutes beforehand 
and pay the nominal fare. You are on the boat for little over 1.5 hours before you disembark at Anadolu Kovagi, a 
small village on the Asian side and the last port before the Black Sea. From here it is a short uphill stomp to an 
amazing old castle (Yoros Castle), with epic views over the strait and into the Black Sea. Visible migration should 
be terrific here in the right winds (presumably southerlies); we had just a few Honey-Buzzards, plus (locally 
breeding?) Hobby, Peregine, Steppe Buzzard and Raven. Down below, there was a flight of some 50 Garganey 
over the strait. Kicking around in the roadside scrub and along a short track heading inland a little below the 
carpark for the castle produced a few Red-backed Shrikes, the odd warbler and both Spotted and Collared 
Flycatchers. 
 
The ferry back from Anadolu Kovagi leaves at 1500 and 1700 daily. The cruise and scenery from deck itself makes 
the trip well worthwhile on its own and will also feature hundreds of Yelkouan Shearwaters ; eventually a few 
flocks will skim by at close range and in good light; these are seen on almost any trip of more than a few minutes 
on or across the strait, and within a few minutes of seawatching below the old walls of Istanbul near Topkapi 
Palace and Gulhane Park but it is sometimes quite hard to get really good views. There are also plenty of Yellow-
legged Gulls and we eventually had a few Mediterranean Gulls. Great Cormorants and Shags are easy to find.  
 

4 Trip to the Princess Islands 
This is another good way to get a break from the mayhem that is downtown Istanbul. We took the public ferry 
from Kabatas; they leave for the Princess Islands, visible on the horizon out across the Sea of Marmara, every 30 
mins or so; again the price is nominal. It took an hour to reach Heybeliada where we spent over 3 hours; then we 
hopped on the 1400 ferry to the bigger island of Buyukada (15 mins) and spent about 4 hours walking a circuit of 
that; lots of nice sea views in places but bring lots of water and sun-cream. Both islands are covered mainly in low, 
scrubby pine forest with busy tracks and plenty of people. Neither are particularly clean, birdy or unmissable but 
we had a pleasant enough time ambling about following our noses. Birds were fairly limited with just a sprinkling 
of passerine migrants – singles for Red-backed Shrike and Cuckoo, a smattering of Spotted Flycatcher, the usual 
couple of Red-breasted Flycatchers and three Common Redstarts. Insect migrants were more obvious; we had 
quite a few Painted Ladies, Bath White, some Red-veined Darters and many more Lesser Emperors. Also six 
Hummingbird Hawkmoths and a Bordered Straw. We also had a nice group of nine Serins, plus two Hobby 
apparently on territory (on Heybeliada). 
 
Heading back to Istanbul at dusk we had over 1000 Shag roosting and hundreds of Yellow-legged Gulls but not 
too many Yelkouan Shearwaters; there was just a few of these on the way out earlier in the morning and none in 
the Sea of Marmara. 
 


